
Medlock Valley
Art Project

The Medlock Valley Art Project took place from 

January to March 2008. Following extensive 

investment and ongoing work to regenerate the 

Medlock Valley, New East Manchester is keen to 

continue to fi nd new ways to engage with local 

people and record their response to the changing 

environment. The project and resulting exhibition 

set out to increase awareness and use of the 

Medlock Valley for leisure and relaxation.

Local residents of all ages worked alongside 

artists, Brian Raymond of Leaf Arts and Chanje 

Kunda of Afrique Performs to rediscover the parts 

of the valley near to where they live.

A variety of projects using different art forms 

and media – t-shirt printing, poetry, appliqué 

and book making all focused on exploring the 

very fabric of the Valley. Sounds, smells, textures, 

colour, contrasts, and sense of place were 

captured to explore the physical and spiritual 

identity of the valley. 
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Medlock Valley
Pure Poetry

This book is the culmination of a project, led by 

poet Chanje Kunda, which took place over 6 weeks 

in Winter 2008. A group of local residents of all 

ages began their exploration of the Valley with 

a site visit. On a trip to Clayton Vale they took 

photographs and were guided on a multisensory 

exploration of the Vale recording words and 

phrases relating to all their senses. 

Following this the group worked collectively and 

individually to create pieces of written poetry 

which captured their response to the Valley. Themes 

explored included Contrasts (between cityscapes 

and the Medlock Valley), Regeneration and New 

Starts and What the Medlock Valley Means to Me. 

The group also worked on performance techniques 

and performed their work for each other and 

friends and family.

We hope you enjoy the results of their work!
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So Much More

There’s children throwing pebbles in the river

Watching the circles and the shimmer

There’s the robin with it’s bright red breast

Standing on the bench, having a rest

Dogs scatter crows

Up to the sky, like the trees, they go

The birds giving message, saying good morning

Just as the day and the sun are dawning 

There we see foxes

And bird and bat boxes

The crunching of the snow and the leaves

Send shivers right down to my knees

Kids swinging to and fro

At the place we call the congo

I’m proud to say this is where I live

This place has so much more to give

Group poem
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Medlock Who?

I am a

rippling

burst of life

I go back to the jump off

I start back at the beginning

I Change into what I always knew I could be

I about  face, dig deeper, fi nd the magic within

 I am Medlock Valley, revealing  realised , potential 

Chanje Kunda
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Escape to the East

Escape from being hemmed in, pinned down, trapped

Enclosed enslaved in work, busy lives and stress

Escape from Dogs Barking, litter and vandalism

Sirens of police, ambulance and fi re engines 

To escape from crowds arguments and people’s noise

Technology, phones ringing, have you had a trip or fall

Find open spaces, trees tall and proud bridges having ownership

The rippling water, wooden steps vanishing into the horizon

Find the landscape changing with the season

Spring buds bursting, growth, new life, dew glistening

Summers wild fl owers, the see of yellow buttercups

On the meadows red clover, daisies, range of green foliage

Trees and grass turns to autumn, leaves turn vivid yellow

Reds crimson as the trees put on their fi nest clothes

Then strip down bare, the pattern of the trees going up

In vertical patterns, the soft whoosh of the breeze

Through the bare branches, holly and ivy wrapping themselves around

The feel of earth, soft and natural beneath our feet

Back to the sound of the tinkling, babbling water

The river rippling, moving forward, winding itself downstream

The river running through our city, New East Manchester’s best kept secret

Clayton Vale, a hidden oasis, peace, time to think, to be, liberated, relaxed and free

Group poem
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Medlock Mantra

Reboot, re-load

Restore to former glory

Metamorphosise transform

Become queen bee of new beginnings,

Be bright future spreading it’s butterfl y wings,

Life fl owering and Freedom Rivers fl owing forward 

Chanje Kunda
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New Leaf

Medlock Valley’s an inspirational place

Like a lady in the morning it’s got a new face

It was a dark place but it’s changed it’s fate

Now it’s started off with a clean slate

New Chapter, new leaf fresh page

Lets get ready to engage

Like a phoenix it rose from the ashes

The refl ection of the water glints and fl ashes

Renewed youth, butterfl y transformation

It’s beautiful scenery is an invitation

To sit down and do some meditation

Look all around, feel the sensation

Group poem
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Mancunian Meditation

The silvery water of the river a lining to my clouded life 

The way it moved made me feel that I can move forward too 

The rushing of the waves when the river foamed and ran down 

Refl ected excitement that rushes through the veins

The pattern the branches made against the sky reminded 

Me that there is a natural order to things 

Different shades of green, reminded me that life is not black and white 

And that the city is not just shades of grey

The space and air cleared my head made me feel

That I was not a slave to society or to getting money 

The fi ngers of the branches pointed out the beauty that was all around it

The winding water shows me that the course of life is not in a straight line

Made me feel I can fl ow round any obstacle in my path

All my problems fl oated away down the river, 

My stresses have fl own into the sky and I am myself again

Right here in Manchester, Clayton Vale 

Chanje Kunda
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The Vale

You wouldn’t believe this is the middle of the city

Cause all you can see is the trees that are pretty

No gangs in the streets, just bird’s tweets

Just sit on the grass and have a treat

The clouds in the sky move slowly by

Takes your mind to places high

The glimmering water as clear as glass

Runs alongside the greenest grass

Like the river my stress is fl owing away

As we walk down the Vale on a summer’s day

Group poem
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Secrets of the Valley

I saw open space in the city

Trees standing, head held high

Showing off their long sleek bodies

I could hear water

Undulating down the river

I felt soothed and safe

The open air 

Expanded my horizons

No Ceilings just endless sky

Chanje Kunda
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Clayton Vale

Trees standing wrapped in Ivy

Leading you down paths of green

Flowers blowing like fl ags in the wind

A sign of peace with the world

Pauline Owen
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Medlock Moves

Waves Roll

Paths wind

Fish shimmy

Ducks congo

Bridges reach

Tree lined 

Open sunsets 

Chanje Kunda
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Leave Worries Behind

Leave worries behind, fi nd a place to be

Then come along with me

Squirrels foraging on the ground

Dogs chasing birds round and round

If you’re quiet you might get to see foxes

Or the birds or bats going into their boxes

Try skimming stones to see the splashes

Kids jumping in puddles think it’s smashing

Peter Thomson and Kelsey Thomson
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Natural Bling

As I walk into the Valley

The wildlife sends me a bit do lally

It sends my brain to mush

Cause there’s no mid Day Rush

Squirrels and birds

No human herds

No man made things

Just natural Bling 

Cammeron Moore
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The Valley and Me

I can feel free

I can wander at leisure

No cares in the world

There’s only me

Nikki Ryan
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Branches

Birds Tweet

Families meet

Branches brown

The earth and ground

In the Medlock part of town

Charlotte Moore 
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Sense of Adventure

The Medlock Valley is a place where

Me and my mates hang out

We make dens, have a laugh

It’s a great hiding place

Camoufl aged by the foliage

We call it the congo

Bees chasing us we run in all directions

Showing a sign of wildlife among the valley

After, you can just sit down and relax

Or maybe just stroll down the river with a dog

Or if you have a sense of adventure

You can go for an exploration of the place

Konnor Thomson
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Clayton Vale

I can hear the wind 

The water swishing and trickling

Trees swaying side to side.

Branches dipping down

River is fl owing, rippling, wavy.

The air smells fresh

I feel free in the open space

Darian Ankers
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My Own Friends Words

I’m rapping as I’m chatting

Through the Medlock Valley

Hearing the tweeting of the birds

Listening to my own friends words

The river is dancing down the valley

Much prettier than an alley

Kelsey Thomson
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Reborn

The Medlock Valley is a new beginning

New colour leaves all around the trees

As we leave the past behind 

Julie Kingsberry

Medlock Magic

As I’m walking along the valley I lose all my fears

The sound of the birds, music to my ears

The rustle and swishing of the branches above

There’s a couple of people who are in love

The water that trickles down stream

Makes you believe it’s all just a dream

Janet Johnson
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